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WIND-TUNNEL-BOUNDARY INTERFERENCE ON LIFT OF WINGS 
IN RECTANGULAR PERFORATED-WALL TEST SECTIONS 
By Ray H. Wright and Benferd L. Schilling 
Langley Research Center 
SUMMARY 
An approximation method has been developed for  calculating the spanwise distribu- 
tion of wind-tunnel-boundary upwash interference on l i f t  of wings in rectangular 
perforated-wall test sections. This method is applied to  square test sections with an 
assumed effective permeability constant of 0.6. A problem of considerable difficulty in 
practical application of the method presented is the estimation of an effective permeabil- 
ity constant. Because of the variation of the upwash interference with Mach number and 
of the influence of boundary layer on the effective permeability factor, the boundary 
interference in a perforated-wall wind- tunnel test section at  high subsonic Mach num- 
bers is likely to be of the nature of that in an open-throat tunnel. 
INTRODUCTION 
During the past 15 years  a number of wind tunnels have been constructed with test 
sections having perforated walls. Such walls are of particular advantage in testing 
through sonic speed and at speeds slightly supersonic because they may reduce the 
severity of shock-wave disturbances reflected from the walls and impinging on the test 
models. However these wind tunnels are commonly used also for subsonic testing and, 
if wing models are of appreciable size relative to the c ross  section of the tunnel at the 
test position, it is desirable to  correct for the modification of test conditions due to  the 
upwash interference of the tunnel boundaries. 
The theory for the upwash interference at a lifting wing of small span mounted at  
the center of a circular perforated-wall test section has been presented in references 1 
and 2, but no comparable theory is known to the authors for  the interference in a rec- 
tangular perforated-wall test section o r  for  the variation along the wing span of the 
upwash interference in any perforated-wall test section. It appears possible to  extend 
the theory of reference 2 to  cover wings with span not small relative to the tunnel diam- 
eter and to  permit calculation of the upwash interference along the span. However, for  
constructional and operational convenience and for avoidance of focusing of reflected 
shocks in the transonic speed range, perforated-wall test sections are commonly made 
rectangular in c ross  section. An approximation method has therefore been developed 
and is herein reported for  estimating the upwash interference along the span of a lifting 
wing mounted at the center of a rectangular perforated-wall test section. The method 
has been applied to estimate the upwash interference on wings spanning 0.3 and 0.7, 
respectively, of the width of a square perforated-wall test section at four different sub- 
sonic Mach numbers. A method is also suggested for estimating the interference due 
to lift at a small-span wing mounted at the center of a square perforated-wall test  section 
by means of comparison with the interference due to lift on a small-span wing in a cir-  
cular perforated-wall test  section. Estimates so obtained a r e  compared with calculated 
results obtained by the approximation procedure. 
SYMBOLS 
A(w,g) arbitrary function in G 
B(w,g) arbitrary function in G 
B(w,f) arbitrary function in F 
b semiwidth of test  section 
C cross-sectional a rea  of test  section 
CL lift coefficient 
F exponential integral Fourier transform of 52 on y 
f variable of transformation on y 
2 
p =  
exponential integral Fourier transform of 52 on z 
variable of transformation on z 
symbols standing for expressions defined by equations (C2) and (C3), 
respectively 
semiheight of test  section 
modified Bessel functions of the first kind 
modified Bessel functions of the second kind 
quality factor, defined by equation (5) 
Mach number 
distance normal to wall, positive outward 
variables of integration 
pressure drop through a porous wall 
permeability factor (defined by eq. (3)) 
area on which lift coefficient is based 
semispan of horseshoe vortex 
velocity of tunnel test stream 
upwash velocity, positive in direction of Z-axis 
axes of rectangular Cartesian coordinate system 
rectangular Cart e sian coordinates 
small positive parameter, a! -c 0 
r 
6 
rl 
P 
@ 
51 
circulation 
upwash interference factor, - 
distance along span of horseshoe vortex 
density of test medium 
velocity potential 
variable of transformation on x 
exponential integral Fourier transform of 4 on x 
c v  
SVCL 
Subscripts: 
1 pertaining to direct disturbance caused by l i f t  of wing 
2 pertaining to vertical boundaries 
3 pertaining to horizontal boundaries 
4 pertaining to effect of horizontal boundaries on interference velocity potential 
inside test section due to vertical boundaries 
5 pertaining to effect of horizontal boundaries on interference velocity potential 
outside test section due to horizontal boundaries 
A prime indicates a form containing or; the prime is removed when or - 0, for 
example, lim 4' = @. 
a-0 
ANALYSIS 
In this investigation the wing is assumed to be mounted horizontally at the center 
of a rectangular perforated-wall test section of semiheight h and semiwidth b. The 
disturbance due to the wing is represented by a horseshoe vortex with span 2 s  and 
circulation r. The disturbance due to a wing with nonuniform loading can be repre- 
sented by superposing several horseshoe vortices of differing spans. The total upwash 
interference velocity is then the sum of the upwash interference velocities corre- 
sponding to the several horseshoe vortices considered separately. For convenience 
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in mathematical treatment the vortex system is considered to be made up of elementary 
horseshoe vortices of constant strength with infinitesimal span dq. By analogy with 
equation (40) of reference 2 the free-flow velocity potential $1 is 
where x, y, and z a r e  rectangular Cartesian coordinates with z positive in the 
direction of lift, y lying along the span, and x positive downstream in the direction 
of the trailing vortices, and where 
The perforated boundaries are assumed to behave as ideal porous walls. The aver- 
age velocity normal to the wall is assumed to be proportional to the pressure drop 
through the wall (a linearized approximation to viscous flow through a porous medium). 
The pressure outside the wall is assumed to be equal to the free-stream pressure. As 
in references 1 and 2 these assumptions lead to the boundary condition 
The permeability factor R is given by 
where 
AP pressure drop through the wall 
P density of test medium 
V stream velocity 
n distance normal to wall, positive outward 
@ velocity potential 
The potential $1 already satisfies the linearized compressible-flow (Laplace) 
equation (ref. 2) 
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In order to obtain an approximation to the 
interference potential, separate potentials 
$2, $3, $4, $5, . . ., each of which 
satisfies equation (4), are added to Cpl 
such that the sum approximately satisfies 
the boundary condition (2). This sum 
necessarily satisfies equation (4) because 
of its linearity. If the approximation 
process converges, equation (2) can be 
satisfied and ($2 + $3 + $4 + $5 + . . .) 
is the required interference velocity 
potential. The hypothesis is made that 
the approximation process next described 
is convergent. 
The potential $2 is taken to be 
the interference velocity potential due to 
plane parallel vertical perforated walls 
of infinite extent at the y-positions of the 
side wal ls  of the test section in the pres- 
ence of the horseshoe vortex. A sche- 
matic drawing of the arrangement is 
shown in figure 1, where V is the test 
stream velocity. The corresponding 
upwash interference velocity v2 is 
derived in appendix A. 
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Figure 1.- Schematic drawing showing horseshoe vortex of 
span 2s in flow between vertical perforated walls of in f in i te  
extent parallel to  XZ-plane. 
The potential 5b3 is similarly taken to be the interference velocity potential due 
to plane parallel horizontal perforated walls of infinite extent at the z-positions of the 
top and bottom walls of the test section. A schematic drawing of the arrangement is 
shown in figure 2, and the corresponding boundary interference velocity 
in appendix B. 
v3 is derived 
The potential ($1 + $2) satisfies the boundary condition at the vertical boundaries 
of the test section and ($1 + $3) satisfies the boundary condition at the horizontal bound- 
aries;  but in general ($1 + $2 + $3) fails to satisfy the boundary conditions, because $2 
does not in general satisfy the boundary condition at the horizontal top and bottom walls 
and $3 does not in general satisfy the boundary condition at the vertical side walls. It 
should be possible to improve the approximation by adding to $2 a potential such that 
the boundary condition at the horizontal boundaries is satisfied. However, the potential 
$2 derived in appendix A is valid only inside the vertical boundaries and, as shown in 
6 
. . . .  .. . - . 
appendix C, another solution must be 
used outside these boundaries. Cor- 
respondingly, two potentials $4 
and $5 are added to $2 such that 
($2 + $4 + $5) satisfies the bound- 
ary condition at the horizontal 
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At this point in the discussion the 
boundary condition at the vertical 
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Figure 2.- Schematic drawing showing horseshoe vortex of span 2s 
interference with all-closed o r  all- in flow between horizontal perforated walls of infinite extent parallel 
to XY-plane. 
Figure 3 indicates the image systems in the far downstream (Trefftz) plane for a 
lifting wing in a closed and in an open rectangular test section. For the closed test sec- 
tion (fig. 3(a)), with the original lifting wing at (y = 0, z = 0) the horizontal row of images 
at (z = 0, y = +2b, *4b, . . .) yields the potential 42 inside the tes t  section due to the 
reaction of the vertical side walls. The vertical row of alternately inverted and erect 
images at (y = 0, z = *2h, *4h, . . .) yields the potential $3 inside the tes t  section due 
to the interaction of top and bottom horizontal walls. The remaining images, those at 
(y # 0, z # 0), a re  seen to be exactly the images of the image row at z = 0 in the top 
and bottom horizontal boundaries and therefore yield the potential for the reaction of the 
top and bottom walls  on the interference potential $2 due to the vertical side walls 
provided $2 in the region of the horizontal boundaries outside but near the vertical 
boundaries is adequately represented by this image row. Thus, subject to this provision, 
for solid boundaries the addition of the correction ($4 + $5) to ($2 + $3) takes account 
of all the theoretical f irst-order boundary interference on the lifting wing. The same 
conclusion applies to the open test section for which the image system is indicated in 
figure 3(b). The potentials $4 and $5 and the corresponding upwash velocities v4 
and v5 are derived in appendix C. 
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Figure 3.- Image systems in Trefftz plane for lifting wing in closed and in open rectangular test sections. 
The upwash interference at a wing of small span (relative to the test-section 
width) mounted at the center of a square perforated-wall test section as estimated by 
this approximation procedure may be compared with that at a small-span wing similarly 
mounted in a circular perforated-wall test section having the same cross- sectional area 
as that of the square test section. For the same permeability factor R and the same 
lift, the interferences should be nearly the same since the difference in shape between 
the square and the circle is not sufficient to be very significant relative to the boundary 
interference; this is only to say that the upwash interference factor 6 (= -&-- should 
be approximately the same for the same value of R. 
this assertion is borne out by direct comparison between already known values of 6 for 
square test sections and those for circular test sections. A possible improvement in the 
comparison is suggested by the theory of reference 3 for slotted-wall test sections. In 
this theory the rectangular test section corresponds to a circular tes t  section through a 
conformal transformation of the rectangle into the circle. In this transformation the 
span of the wing is also transformed; however, if the span is small relative to the width 
of the rectangular tes t  section, the effect of its transformation disappears from the final 
result and the quality factor k for the rectangular test section is the same as that for 
the comparable circular test  section, where 
For open and for closed boundaries 
(5) 
Interference factor for slotted-wall test section 
Interference factor for closed test section 
k =  
Thus, to obtain the interference factor for the rectangular slotted-wall test section with 
a small lifting wing it is only necessary to multiply the interference factor for the rec- 
tangular closed test section of the same cross  section by the quality factor for the com- 
parable circular slotted-wall test section. It is seen that the problem is "cut," so that 
(aside from any effect on the slot distribution for the comparable circular test section) 
the shape effect is imposed through the closed-test-section interference. 
Although proof cannot be obtained through the method of conformal transformation, 
because this method applies only for the two-dimensional flow in the Trefftz plane 
whereas the treatment of the interference in the perforated-wall test section is neces- 
sarily three-dimensional, it seems reasonable to suppose that a similar relationship 
exists as for the slotted-wall tes t  section so that the quality factor for  the rectangular 
perforated-wall test section is the same as the factor for an in-some-sense-comparable 
circular test  section. For lack of knowledge of any more reasonable basis of comparabil- 
ity, it is assumed that the perforated-wall test sections correspond in the same way as do 
the slotted-wall test sections of reference 3, that is, through the conformal transforma- 
tion of the rectangle into the circle. In this transformation the par ts  of the periphery of 
the rectangle farthest from the center become relatively contracted, whereas the par ts  
closest to the center become relatively expanded; but for closely spaced slots or holes 
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the stretching is almost the same for open as for adjacent closed portions of the boundary, 
so that locally the ratio of open-to-closed boundary area remains unchanged in the trans- 
formation. For the slotted-wall test section the distortion of slot distribution produced 
in the transformation affects the value of k, even though the ratio of open-to-total bound- 
ary area may remain unchanged. The effect of the distortion on the perforated boundary 
is not clear, so that this comparison method is not directly applicable for the general 
rectangular perforated-wall test section; however, if the effects of distortion were negli- 
gible, the effective permeability would remain unchanged and the circular perforated- 
wall test section with effective permeability factor R would correspond to every rec- 
tangular test section with the same effective permeability factor. It seems reasonable 
to assume that for  the square test section this condition is approximately satisfied, so 
that 
Interference factor for square perforated-wall test section 
= k (Interference factor for  square closed test section) (6) 
where k is the quality factor for the circular test section with effective permeability 
factor R the same as that for the square tes t  section. Examination of equation (49) of 
reference 2 and of the equation immediately preceding it shows that 
where IO, I1 and KO, K1 a r e  modified Bessel functions of the first and second kinds, 
respectively, and q is a variable of integration. The integrand in equation (7) simpli- 
fies to 
1 or 1 
where I1'(q) is the derivative of I1 with respect to q. 
If by this comparison method (for the square test section) or by any other method 
(for the general rectangular test section) the average upwash interference velocity along 
the span or that at the center of the span can be estimated, the variation over the span 
can be estimated from the upwash interference velocity v2 due to infinite side walls, 
since the side walls may be expected to be dominant in producing any significant span- 
wise variation. (See, for instance, ref. 4.) 
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RESULTS ANT) DISCUSSION 
In order to  obtain an indication of the practical convergence of the approximation 
process herein described, it is applied first to completely closed and to completely open 
rectangular test  sections. 
small-span wing, s/h - 0, at the center of the test  section, y/h = 0, are computed for 
the closed test  sections from the first te rms  (the second te rms  a r e  zero for the closed- 
throat tunnel) of equations (A14), (BlO), (ClO), and (C12) and for the open test sections 
from equations (A15), (Bl l ) ,  (Cll) ,  and (C13). The corresponding contributions to the 
upwash interference factor 6 may be put in the form 
The contributions to the upwash interference velocity for a 
6 = ( $ $ ) +  
For the closed-throat tunnel (R2 = R3 - 0) at y = 0 and s/h -c 0, equations (A14) 
and (B10) may be integrated to give, for y = 0, s - 0, and R2 - 0, 
h s h n  
rv2=--- b b 24 
and, for y = 0, s - 0, and R3 - 0, 
Similarly, for the open-throat tunnel (R2 = R3 - m) at y = 0 and s/h - 0, equa- 
tions (A15) and (B11) may be integrated to give, for y = 0, s - 0, and R2 - 03, 
and, for y = 0, s - 0, and R3 - 03, 
h s7T 
T V 3  = - -- h 24 
By using equations (8) to (12) and numerically integrating equations (ClO), (C12), (Cll) ,  and 
(C13) for the specified conditions, the velocity contributions v2, v3, v4, and v5 were 
computed for small-span lifting wings at the centers of open and of closed test sections 
with ratio of width to height 2b/2h of 0.5, 0.75, 1.00, 1.50, and 2.00. The corresponding 
contributions 62, 63, 64, and 65 and the estimated total upwash interference factors 
6 = 62 + 63 + 64 + 65 a r e  given in table I. The correct values of 6 (computed from 
formulas of ref. 5) a r e  also shown. It is seen that the approximation is acceptable for 
all cases shown. The estimated 6 is less  reliable when the contributions of side walls 
62 and of top and bottom wal l s  63 are of comparable magnitude and becomes more 
precise as the contribution of either side walls or top and bottom walls becomes 
dominant. 
11 
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This behavior is not unexpected because if the side walls are dominant in producing 
the interference, then the reaction of the top and bottom walls is small and in the estima- 
tion of this reaction the error due to the unsatisfied side-wall boundary condition may 
also be expected to be small. On the other hand, if the top and bottom walls a r e  dominant, 
the first neglected te rm in the approximation procedure - that is, the potential that would 
be added to ($4 + $5) to satisfy the side-wall boundary condition - should be small. 
of upwash interference factors 6 for lifting wings in a square tes t  section with an 
assumed permeability factor R = R2 = R3 of 0.6. 
sentative for perforated material with approximately 20 percent of the surface area open 
(i.e., occupied by the holes) and with relatively thin boundary layer. It may not be repre- 
sentative of 20 percent open perforated wind-tunnel walls under actual operating condi- 
tions. The distributions of the approximated 6 and of the contributions 62, 63, 64, 
and 65 along the semispan at Mach numbers 0, 0.6, 0.8, and 0.955 a r e  given for a ratio 
of wing span to test-section height 2s/2h of 0.3 in table I1 and for 2s/2h of 0.7 in 
table III. Also given in table II a r e  values of 6 for small-span wings estimated by the 
circular- tunnel comparison procedure. In this estimation the quality factors k cal- 
culated from equation (7) for permeability factor R of 0.6 and for values of p of l, 
0.8, 0.6, and 0.3 are 0.233, 0.095, -0.087, and -0.477, respectively. The products of 
these values of k with the value of 6 for  the square closed test  section (6  = 0.137) a r e  
the estimated upwash interference factors given in the last column of table II. These 
estimates a r e  practically the same as the values obtained by the approximation procedure; 
the two sets  of values differ by not more than the maximum e r r o r  indicated for  the 
approximated values in table I. 
The approximation procedure herein described has been applied to the calculation 
This value is believed to be repre- 
In tables I1 and 111 is illustrated the already known fact that with porous-wall bound- 
ary conditions the boundary lift interference depends on the Mach number (see, for 
instance, ref. 1). In fact, the equations for v2, v3, v4, and v5 a r e  easily arranged to 
show that the interference upwash velocity depends on R2/p and R3/p rather than on 
R2, R3, and p separately. Thus, for Mach number approaching unity ( p  - 0) the bound- 
a ry  condition approaches that for the open tunnel (R2 = R3 - ..> with incompressible flow 
With the assumed value of the permeability factor of 0.6, the approximated upwash 
interference factor approaches zero at a Mach number of 0.8, and as seen from table 111 
the variation along the span is very small even for a wing spanning 0.7 of the tunnel 
width. At all Mach numbers the perforated walls have a beneficial effect on the spanwise 
(P  - 1). 
variation of 6 as compared with the effect of 
effect of solid side walls can be considerable.) 
solid side walls. (As shown in ref. 4 the 
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Large spanwise variations of the upwash interference factor are to be expected 
only when the wing tips approach the side walls. Since the equations for v4 and v5 
are somewhat complicated and involve triple integrations, and in consideration of uncer- 
tainties in the practical boundary conditions, it is therefore suggested that the upwash 
interference factor for square perforated-wall test  sections should be estimated by 
obtaining the interference at the center of the span by the circular-tunnel comparison 
method and superposing the spanwise variation due to infinite side walls. This proce- 
dure should yield reasonably accurate spanwise variation of 6 provided the interfer- 
ence is not dominated by the top and bottom walls. The estimation is in most cases  
relatively easy, since equations (7) and (A14) are rapidly convergent for  R not either 
extremely large or very close to zero and can readily be programed for numerical inte- 
gration by means of high-speed digital computing systems. 
Data for such estimations for the square perforated-wall test  section with a perme- 
ability factor of 0.6 a re  available in the last column of table 11 and in the fourth column 
of table III. Thus at a Mach number of 0, 
6 at y/h = 0 (estimated by circular-tunnel comparison 
b2 at y/h = 0.7 (from table 111) . . . . . . . .  0.07657 
62 at y/h = O  (from tableIII) . . . . . . . . .  0.04718 
Difference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.02939 . . . .  0.029 
6 at y /h=0.7  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.061 
Such estimates have been made at Mach numbers of 0 and 0.995 for the spanwise posi- 
tions for which data are given in table III. 
shown in figure 4, where also a r e  given for comparison the spanwise distributions (last 
column of table 111) obtained by the approximation procedure. 
estimate at Mach n m b e r  0.995 is connected with the fact  that in  this case the contribu- 
tion of the top and bottom walls to the total interference is several times that of the side 
walls. This situation might have been detected by noting that 62 at y/h = 0 is only 
about a fourth of -0.065, the total upwash interference factor estimated by the circular- 
tunnel comparison method. How ever, failure to predict the correct spanwise variation 
is in this case of little consequence, because the total variation is too small to be of much 
significance. There is reason to believe that, at least in any practical test-section con- 
figuration, any large spanwise variation of the upwash interference would be satisfactorily 
estimated. There is also reason to believe that in figure 4 the t rue spanwise variation of 
6 at M = 0.995 lies between that given by the estimation method and that given by the 
approximation procedure. 
method). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.032 
The estimated spanwise distributions a r e  
The relatively poorer 
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Estimated by circular - tunnel 
comparison method 
-- - - Calculated by approximation 
procedure 
-.I L 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 
Spanwise position, y/h 
Figure 4.- Comparison of estimated interference factors 6 
with those calculated by approximation procedure. b/h = 1; 
s/h = 0.7. 
REMARKS ON PRACTICAL APPLICATION 
The reader is cautioned against a naive application of the methods of this paper to 
the estimation of wind-tunnel-boundary lift interference in a given perforated-wall test  
section. Although the approximation procedure herein presented and even the suggested 
estimation method are believed to be quite adequate, the boundary conditions in any given 
test  section a r e  far from certain. It has already been noted that with constant permeabil- 
ity factor R the upwash interference varies strongly with Mach number but there is no 
reason to suppose that R may be considered constant. In fact, there is reason to 
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believe that with a given test-section-wall configuration R may vary, perhaps sepa- 
rately, with Reynolds number, Mach number, velocity, and density. Moreover, the effec- 
tive value of R is known to depend on the boundary-layer thickness. It may therefore 
be expected to vary spatially over the walls and serially with the test  model configura- 
tion. Partly because of inadequate control of variables and inadequate attention to the 
problem of scaling, the available investigations of perforated material a r e  believed to be 
unreliable for determining effective values of R for  tests of models in perforated-wall 
test  sections. Even if the required data were available, use of these data would require 
knowledge and control of test- section conditions such as boundary-layer distribution as 
related to model configuration (including lift)  and removal of boundary layer by suction 
through the perforated walls. Perhaps the best procedure is to estimate ranges of effec- 
tive average values of permeability factor R. Some discussion of the behavior of per- 
forated walls is given in reference 6 along with citations of original works. Boundary- 
layer effects on the behavior of perforated walls in wind tunnels a r e  discussed in 
reference 7. Because of the variation of the upwash interference with Mach number and 
of the boundary-layer effect on the permeability constant, the boundary interference in 
perforated-wall test  sections at high Mach numbers is likely to be of the nature of that 
in open-throat tunnels. Some experimental evidence from North American Aviation, Inc., 
which is unavailable for reference, supports this assertion. 
RESUME 
An approximation method has been developed for calculating the spanwise distribu- 
tion of wind- tunnel-boundary upwash interference on lift of wings in rectangular 
perforated-wall test  sections. In this approximation the lifting wing is represented as 
a horseshoe vortex of finite span. Suggested for the square test  section is a method of 
estimating the upwash interference factor at a small-span wing by a comparison with the 
circular-test-section interference factor. Close agreement between interference fac- 
to rs  obtained by the approximation method and the known values for open and for closed 
test  sections gives confidence in the adequacy of the approximation method. This con- 
fidence is strengthened by close agreement between approximated values and those 
obtained by the circular-tunnel comparison method. A simplified estimation method is 
suggested by which the spanwise variation, taken as that due to infinite parallel side walls, 
is superposed on the interference at the center of the span. These methods a r e  applied 
to square test  sections with an assumed effective permeability constant of 0.6. A prob- 
lem of considerable difficulty in practical application of the methods presented is the 
15 
estimation of an effective permeability constant. Because of the variation of the upwash 
interference with Mach number and of the influence of boundary layer on the effective 
permeability factor, the wind-tunnel-boundary interference in a perforated--wall test 
section at high subsonic Mach numbers is likely to be of the nature of that in an open- 
throat tunnel. 
Langley Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Langley Station, Hampton, Va., December 12, 1967, 
126- 13-0 1- 54- 23. 
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APPENDIX A 
INTERFERENCE ON HORIZONTAL LIFTING WING CENTERED BETWEEN 
TWO PARALLEL VERTICAL PERFORATED INFINITE BOUNDARIES 
Represent the wing by a horseshoe vortex with bound vortex extending from -s  to 
s along the Y-axis and with trailing vortices extending to x -c 00 as indicated in  fig- 
ure  1. Let the perforated boundaries with permeability factor R2 be at y = b and at 
y = -b. Let M be Mach number, I? be the circulation, and p = d-. The free- 
air potential of the horseshoe vortex is then 
dv (A 1) X Z 
( @ )  An additional potential $2, such that $1 + 2 satisfies the boundary condition fo r  poten- 
tial 4 
at the boundaries y = +b and y = -b, is to be found. This potential, like $1, must 
satisfy the Laplace equation for potential $ 
To facilitate the determination of 42, take exponential Fourier transforms on x 
and z with variables of tranformation w and g, respectively; thus, 
and 
By means of formula (11) on page 118 of reference 8, the Laplace equation (A3) trans- 
forms to 
= (P202  + g2) G(w,y,g) (A61 
aY 
A solution of equation (A6) is 
G(w,y,g) = A(w,g) sinh(y(p2w2 + g2) + B( w,g)cosh(ydp2w2 + g2) 
17 
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APPENDIX A 
Because of the symmetry of the physical configuration, the interference velocities as 
well as the disturbance velocities in the y-direction must be antisymmetrical about 
y = 0. It follows that G2 corresponding to the interference potential $2 is of the 
form 
G2(W,Y,d = B2(u,g)cosh(y $=z) (A71 
The boundary condition (A2) transforms to 
The sum (GI + G2) corresponding to ($1 + $2) must satisfy equation (A8). 
Since $1 does not meet the integrability condition for transformation, use instead 
(as in ref. 2) 
where Q! > O  and @i- @1 as a- 0. By means of formula 
mula (11) on page 118 of reference 8, equation (A9) transforms 
(26) on page 16 and for- 
to 
where K1 is a modified Bessel function of the second kind. 
vicinity of the boundary y = *b where y I > I q I is 
By using formula (43) on page 112 of reference 8, the transform on z in the 
where 
cg = \lp2(a2 + w2) + g2 
Use of (Gi + G2) for G in the boundary condition (A8) at the boundary y = b now gives, 
with Dg = i-, 
18 
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iwB2( w,g)cosh(Dgb) + % B2( o,g) sinh(Dgb) 
R2 
= - e-bcg sinh(scg) - i r g (  Q! - i w )  ,-bcg sinh(scg) 
R2cg(a2 + w2) 
This same equation holds also at the boundary y = -b, so that 
(g + &F-bcg sinh(scg) 
rg(a - iw) 
BZ(w,g) = - 
+ w2) 2 sinh(Dgb) + iw cosh(Dgb) 
R2 
Therefore, on inversion of G2 of equation (A7) 
ei(xw+'dpr??!?k! RZcg + 3)s inh(Dgb)  + (z - $cosh(Dgb] sinh(scg)cosh(Dgy) 
dw dg 
sinh(Dgb> - ($ + $$cosh(Dgb] sinh(scg)cosh(Dgy) 
dw d] (A13) 
sinh2(Dgb) + w2cosh2(Dgb) 1 
19 
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at x = z = O  is and the upwash velocity v2 = - a@2 az 
m 
g 2 [ 3  - 2 ) s i n h ( D g b )  - D 2  (  + $)cosh(Dgbd 
dwd] 
sinh(scg)cosh(Dgy) 
.. . . .  
cg(a2 + w 2 ) [ -  sinh2(Dgb) + w2cosh2(Dgb] 
Because cg and Dg a r e  even in w ,  the integrand of the first of these double integrals 
is .odd in w and the integral over w is therefore zero.  To evaluate the second double 
integral fo r  a! -c 0, note that t e rms  of the integrand containing a! in the numerator con- 
tribute to the integral only for w - 0. It follows that 
dw 
a! 2 2  + w  
- 1  glb sinh(gs)cosh(gy) 
sinh (gb) 
v2 = lim - 
Evaluating the first integral in braces, multiplying by h / r ,  and writing p for wh and 
q for gh gives 
20 
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(A141 
This expression may be verified as correct at y = 0 and s - 0 for the closed boundary 
(R2 - 0) and for the open boundary (R2 - a), for which the method of images in the 
Trefftz plane applies. 
is, the term containing the integral - is zero; for the open boundary (R2 - m) the term 
must be replaced with 
For  the closed boundary the second te rm within the braces - that 
sinh( E q)cosh(E q) 
q2sinh2 b q  +p2cosh2 (h b ') dp 
(h ) 
This expression is obtained by multiplying numerator and denominator by R2 and 
replacing p with zero unless it occurs as a product with R2, in which case R2p is 
replaced with p. This process is equivalent to taking the limit as R2 - . Integra- 
tion with respect to p gives 
( 9 
Y sinh - q cosh - q (: ) (h ) 
sinh( E q)cosh( E 
which combines with the first term within the braces so  that for the open-throat tunnel 
(R2 - a) equation (A14) may be written 
21 
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INTERFERENCE ON HORIZONTAL LIFTING WING CENTERED BETWEEN TWO 
PARALLEL HORIZONTAL PERFORATED INFINITE BOUNDARIES 
Let the boundaries be at z = h and at z = -h as indicated in figure 2. Then, as 
for vertical boundaries 
Take exponential integral transforms on x and y with variables of transformation w 
and f ,  where the transform on x is given by equation (A4) and the transform on y is 
co 
F(w,f,z) = e-ifyS2(w,y,z)dy 
-00 
The Laplace equation (A3) then transforms to 
a d  = (P2w2 + f2)F(w,f,z) 
The boundary condition for the horizontal perforated boundaries is 
where R3 is the permeability factor for the horizontal boundaries. The positive sign 
applies at the boundary z = h and the negative sign applies at z = -h. The relation 
(B4) transforms to 
1 aF ioF - - = 0 ~3 az 
An appropriate (antisymmetric) solution of equation (B3) is 
F3(w,f,z) = B3(w,f)sinh(zi-) 
For  the transformation of $11 use $Ii as for the vertical boundaries. Then, as 
in appendix A (eq. (A10)) 
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By using formula (44) on page 56 of reference 8, the transform on y in the vicinity 
of the boundary z = i h  is 
Now (Fi + F3) must satisfy the boundary condition (B5), and it follows that at the 
‘upper boundary z = h 
where 
Cf = \jp2(a!2 + w2) + f 2  
Df = ip2w2 + f 2  
Equation (B8) holds also at the lower boundary z = -h; therefore, 
-hcf 
- r e  sin(f s) @(z - w2)cosh Dfh 
(a2 + w2)r$ cosh2(Dfh) + w2sinh2(Dfh) f 
2 1 
sinh(Dfh) - i [ 2  R3 (2 R3 + a!)cosh(Dfh) + w ( 5  - w2)sinh(13fh]} 
23 
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Thus, on inversion of F3 of equation (B6) 
i(xo+yf)-hcfDf k(- QCf - w2)cosh(Dfh) - w 2 ( z  + a)sinh(Dfh) 
R3 sln(fs) sinh(Dfz)dw df 
f 
(a2 + 02) [* cosh2(Dfh) + w2sinh2(Dfh) 
R32 1 
i(xw+yf)-hcf wDf cf 
-i 
[ ~ ( q  + a)cosh(Dfh) + w ( 2  -
at x = z = 0 is (the second double integral is 0 and the upwash velocity v3 = - 
because the integrand is odd in w) 
843 
az 
D f e - h c f P ( 2  - w2)cosh(Dfh) - w 2 ( s  + a)sinh(Dfh] 
($ + w2)[" cosh2(Dfh) + w2sinh2 
sin(fs) cos(fy)dw df R3 R3 f 2 
R32 
The te rms  containing Q! as a factor in the numerator can contribute to the integral only 
for w -. 0 and therefore, 
J-03 L 
2 2  2 p w  + f  - -  sln(fs) cos(fy) 
R3 f 
2w2 + f cosh' (hi=) + w2sinh2 (hi-, 
24 
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Evaluating the first integral within the brackets, multiplying by h / r ,  and writing 
p for o h  and r for 
J o  
fh gives 
cosh r 
d r  (B10) - -  2 sin(; r) dP 
R3 I--& c o s h 2 ( { m )  + P P  f + r 2  
This expression yields the correct  upwash at y = 0 and s - 0 for the lifting wing cen- 
tered in the horizontal plane between two horizontal closed walls (R3 - 0) o r  two horizon- 
tal open boundaries R3 - ->, as may easily be verified by taking the corresponding 
limits and comparing them with the values obtained by the method of images in the 
Trefftz plane. 
( 
As for equation (A14), the second term within the brackets (the term including the 
integral) in equation (B10) is zero for the closed-throat tunnel; for  the open-throat tunnel 
(R3 - m) equation (B10) must be replaced with 
e-rsin(f r)cos(t r) 
d r  
277 sinh r 
h 
r v 3 = - -  
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INTERFERENCE OF HORIZONTAL BOUNDARIES ON 
INTERFERENCE DUE TO VERTICAL BOUNDARIES 
From the interference velocity potential $2 of equation (A13) due to  the vertical 
boundaries, it is easily seen that the corresponding exponential integral transform on x 
for  a # O  is 
ni(w,y,z) = - - 2n elgzH(w,g)cosh(Dgy)dg + i eigzN(w,g)cosh(Dgy)dg] (Cl) 
where 
gb:: - + g s i n h D  z) ( g b ) + (R2 W Q ! - c c o s h D  c:) ( g b e -bcgsinh(scg) 
H =  ~. (C2) 
cg(a2 + w2)b 2 sii2(Dgb) + i2cosh2(Dgbj 
2 -beg % - Dg 
N =  g [ G  =)sinh(Dgb) ~ _ _ _  2 - ($ . .  + g)cosh(Dgb]e . .  sinh(scg) (C3) 
cg(a2 + u2)b sinh2(Dgb) + w 
R2 
and 
Dg = i p 2 w 2  + g2 
26 
Let n4(= lim ai) be the exponential integral transform of 44, where 44 is a poten- 
tial such that (42  + $14) satisfies the boundary condition (B4) at the upper and lower per- 
forated boundaries. Equation (B4) transforms on x to 
a-0 
(C4) 1 an 
R~ az 
ius1 5 - - = 0 
APPENDIX C 
Substitution of 52; + 52i) for 52 in  equation (C4) for  the boundary condition at z = h ( 
The disturbance represented by equation (Cl) is assumed to be effective only on 
the par t  of the horizontal boundaries cut off by the side walls (that is, for -b < y < b) 
and is assumed to be zero over the remainder of these boundaries. The exponential 
integral transform of cosh(Dgy) is therefore required for -b < y < b. This transform 
is 
(Dg-if)y s", e-ifYcosh(Dgy)dy = - b -ify( eDgY + e-DgY)dy = .[. e 
1-b  e 2 D g - i f  
,(,(.,-if). - e  -(Dg-if)b e -(Dg-if)b - .(Dg+if)7 
- - -  
J 2 L   if Dg + if 
sinh[(Dg - if)b] 
Dg - if 
sinh[(Dg + if)b] 
Dg + if + - 
The transform of 52; on y is, therefore, 
+ dg Dg - if Dg + if 
if)b) + sinh[(Dg + 
Dg + if + i  elgzN( w, g) 
The transform Fi of 52i on y must satisfy the transformed Laplace equa- 
tion (B3) of which the appropriate antisymmetric solution is of the form of equation (B6) 
as follows: 
Fi(w,f,z) = Bk(w,f)sinh(z\lBaw2 + f2  ) 
27 
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Equation (C5) for the boundary condition transforms to 
Substitution of equations (C6) and (C7) into equation (C8) gives 
iwBi sinh (hi-) + &dm R3 cosh ( h i m )  
( 27T eigh(H + iN) w + R3 Dg - if 
f i nh  KDg - if)q sinh[(Dg + if)d - >dg 
Dg + i f  + - _ _  - 
Solution for B i  gives 
( 
) ,(mh EDg - if)g -- + sinh kDg + if)q} 
Dg - if Dg + if  eigh(H + iN) w + - 
_ _ _  
R3 
i w  sinh ( h i-2) p w + f + cosh ( h i m )  - dg 
J -00 
Use of solution B i  in equation (Cy), inversion on y and on x in order, and passage 
to the limit as a! + 0 gives the potential 
at x = z = 0 is, therefore, The upwash interference velocity v4 = - a@4 
az 
( R3) 
kg - if)b] + sinh EDg + if)b]} 
Dg - if Dg + if eigh(H + iN) w + 
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As before with a! -. 0, t e rms  containing a! as a factor in the numerator can make 
a contribution only for  w - 0. On inserting the values of H and N (eqs. (C2) and 
(C3)) and with cg = Jp2(a2 + w2) + g2 and Dg = ip2w2 + g2, equation (C9) can be 
written 
r -  r -  
i 
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With Dg = dm, wh = p, gh = q, and fh = r, this equation may be written 
For the completely closed test section, 
gral in equation (C10) is zero. 
term containing the triple integral must be replaced with 
R2 = R3 = 0, the term containing the triple inte- 
For the completely open test section, R2 = R3 -c 00, the 
2 + -  
i i3  
cos@ r)dr 
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2 2  This expression is obtained by multiplying numerator and denominator by R2 R3 , 
replacing R2p and R3p with p, and otherwise taking p equal to  zero. This process 
is equivalent to taking the limit as R2 - R3 - 00. Integration with respect to p gives 
and then combination with the first term in equation (C10) yields, for R2 = R3 - m, 
In the derivation of (p4 the potential 42 due to side-wall interference has been 
taken to be zero outside the vertical boundaries. A correction 45 is therefore to be 
added. For this purpose a solution $2 valid in the space outside the vertical bound- 
aries is required. Such a solution, which, as required, is even in y and approaches 
I 
2 2  2 
zero for  y -c 00, is obtained by replacing cosh( yf-) with e-vp +g lyl in 
equation (A7). By examining the processes leading to equation (A13), it is easily seen 
that the right-hand side of expression (Cl) is replaced with 
31 
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Since this part  of the potential 
form on y requires 
$2 is zero between the vertical boundaries, the trans- 
cos(bf) - f 
Dg2 + f2  
By analogy with the procedure leading to equation (C9), it is easily seen that 
eigh(w + -$(a - iw($ + 
cg(a2 + wz)(iw - 2 ) ( D 2  + f 2 ) r w  s l n h ( h d s )  + 
sinh(scg) pg cos(bf) - f sin(bf1 s i n h ( z ( m )  
c o s h ( h { m j  dg 
95=;483 ir 1; eiwxdw 1: eifYdf 1: 
and with dp2w2 + f 2  = Df the contribution to the upwash velocity at x = z = 0 is 
m 
eigh(w + k ) g ( a  - i w ) ( G  + L)e-bcgsinh(scg) [Dg cosbf) - f s inbfg 
dg v5 = lim 1: du [I eifydf R2 
a-0 4lT3 
c (a2 + u2) ( io - - Dg)( Dg2 + f 2  )[* Df + R3 cosh(D$] 
g R2 
For a! + 0, terms containing a! as a factor in the numerator contribute only for w + 0, 
whence 
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For the closed test section, 
integral) in equation (C12) is zero. 
becomes 
R3 - 0, the second term (the term containing the triple 
For the open test section, R3 - to, the second term 
which on. integration with respect to p becomes 
This term combines with the first term in equation (C12) to give, for R - 03, 
33 
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TABLE 1.- UPWASH INTERFERENCE FACTORS FOR SMALL-SPAN WINGS CENTER MOUNTED 
IN RECTANGULAR OPEN OR CLOSED TEST SECTIONS 
Approximated 6 
(62 + 63 + 64 + 65) Boundary 
Correct value 
of 6 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Closed 
Open 
Open 
open 
Open 
Open 
Width- height 
ratio, 
2b/2h 
0.5 
.75 
1 
1.5 
2 
0.5 
.75 
1 
1.5 
2 
62 
0.26 180 
.17453 
.13090 
.08727 
.06 54 5 
-0.13090 
- .08727 
-.06545 
- .04363 
- .03273 
63 
0.03273 
.04909 
.06545 
.09818 
.13090 
- 0.06 54 5 
-.09818 
- .13090 
-.19635 
- .26180 
64 
-0.02915 
- .04820 
- .05984 
-.06395 
- .05743 
0.03920 
.05102 
.05131 
.04151 
.03240 
65 
-0.00334 
.00148 
.00364 
.00318 
.00169 
0 .O 16 56 
.00998 
.00502 
.00093 
.00019 
0.262 
.176 
.140 
.125 
.141 
0.262 
.176 
.137 
.120 
.137 
-0.141 
-. 124 
- .140 
- .198 
- .262 
-0.137 
-. 120 
- .137 
-.197 
- .262 
W 
tn 
w 
Q, 
Mach Compressibility Spanwise 
factor, position, 62 
P Y/h number 
0 1 0 0.04302 
TABLE II.- UPWASH INTERFERENCE FACTORS 6 IN SQUARE TEST SECTION CALCULATED BY 
APPROXIMATION PROCEDURE WITH PERMEABILITY FACTOR R2 = R3 O F  0.6 FOR 
WING-SPAN-TEST-SECTION-HEIGHT RATIO 2 OF 0.3 
2h 
o5 Approximated 6 Estimated 6 
63 64 (circular- tunnel 
(62 '3 + 64 ' 65) comparison method) 
0.00424 -0.0266 0.0060 0.027 0,032 
------ , 
i 0.955 0.3 0 -0.01318 -0.06375 , 0 , 0.0079 ; -0.069 -0.065 
i .955 ~ .3 .10 -.01334 j -.06361 0 - .069 
.955 .3 .20 , -.01381 -.06322 0 .0085 ' - .069 
I - .068 .955 
i .955 1 .3 .30 -.01463 i -.06256 i o 1 .0091 -.068 
I 
I 
- - - - - - , 
.3 .25 j -.01417 -.06292 0 -__- -_  I 
L I L l  
TABLE II1.- UPWASH INTERFERENCE FACTORS 6 IN SQUARE TEST SECTION CALCULATED BY 
APPROXIMATION PROCEDURE WITH PERMEABILITY FACTOR R2 = R3 
2h 
OF 0.6 FOR 
WING-SPAN-TEST-SECTION-HEIGHT RATIO 2s OF 0.7 
-.02618 -.0141 
-.02652 -.0133 
-.02687 -.0125 
Compressibility ' Spanwise I 
factor, position, 62 
Mach 
number B Y/h 
.0091 
------ 
.0112 
Approximated 6 
63 64 65 (62 + 63 + 64 + 65) 
-0.06200 
-.06090 
- .05903 
- .05779 
- .05636 
0.028 
0 1 .3 .05113 -.00007 -.0245 ------ .033 
0 1 .5 .05948 - .00231 - .0228 .0070 .042 
0 1 .6 .06649 -.00371 -.0216 e- - - - -  .049 
0 1 .7 .07657 -.00524 -.0203 .0086 .060 
0 1 0 0.04718 0.00130 -0.0256 0.0053 
0.0007 0.0080 
.0008 ------ 
.0009 .0115 
.0009 ------ 
.0009 .0146 
I 
0.6 0.8 0 0.03485 -0.00971 -0.0215 0.0059 0.010 
.6 .8 .3 .03778 -.01070 -.0206 ------ .014 
.6 .8 .5 .04397 -.01226 -.0192 .0079 .020 
.6 .8 .6 .04918 -.01322 -.0183 .027 
.6 .8 .7 .05670 -.01427 -.0171 .0097 .035 
0.8 0.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
.6 
0.955 0.3 
.3 
.955 .3 
.3 
.3 
0 
.3 
.5 
.6 
.7 
0 
.3 
.5 
.6 
.7 
0.0 1892 
.0204 1 
.02356 
.02623 
.03011 
-0.0 1539 
- .01740 
-.02166 
-.02523 
- .03028 
-0.015 
-.012 
-.008 
-.003 
.002 
-0.069 
- .067 
- .068 
- .069 
-.071 
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